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ABSTRACT 
Several new formulas for various types of Bessel functions are derived by using techniques from 
probability theory (rotationally symmetric random variables, local limit theorems etc.). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Bessel functions occur at various places in probability theory and statistics. 
The use of their properties is a powerful tool e.g. for the determination of many 
important multivariate statistics (see for example [12]) or in the theory of 
diffusion processes ([9]). On the other hand, by applying the methods of proba- 
bility theory on distributions involving Bessel functions a lot of properties of 
these functions can be derived. As examples of this approach we mention [7] 
(5%61,479-482), [6] and [lo]. The purpose of this paper is to prove some new 
relations of this kind: In II the theory of rotationally symmetric probability 
laws leads to some apparently new identities for J,, K, and 0, (the parabolic 
cylinder function). In III an asymptotic expansion of 1,(j?n) as well as a lower 
bonnd of it are given starting from the appearance of the Bessel function of 
purely imaginary argument in the distribution of the difference of two Poisson 
variables. In IV some distributions connected with the Bessel process are 
computed. This yields an evaluation of some series of modified Bessel functions 
of the third kind. 
Our approach does not lead to a general method for proving such relations, 
but shows that in some cases the now classical results of probability theory can 
also be used in other areas. 
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II. A CLASS OF ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let X be some k-dimensional random vector whose distribution Px is 
invariant with respect to rotations. For the sake of simplicity we assume that 
P(X= 0) = 0. The characteristic function 4 of Px can then be represented in the 
form 
For the case that X has a continuous densityf(x), a proof of (1) can be found 
in [ll]; see also [18], p. 132. We have to use the fact that in this situation (XI’ 
has the density 
(2) 
2nk” 
g(u) = - 
W/2) 
Uk-lf(U), u E IR +,j(u):=f(u,O ,..., 0). 
For general X, X+ Y,, where Y, -N(O, E)~, has a characteristic function of the 
form (l), and by Lebesgue’s convergence theorem we obtain (1) for the 
characteristic function of X itself, because J[k/2) _ I (t)/t(k’2)- ’ is bounded 
on R,. 
The following two formulas are also needed: If X has a continuous density 
foc)=ji(l I) d ‘f x an 1 we set @([)=&@I), Hankel inversion of (1) ([15], p. 309) 
yields for x f 0 
(3) f(,)=(271)-k’21XIl-(k’2) ? tk’2~(t)~(k,2)-1(IX/t)dt 
0 
and, by (2), 
(4) 
2 1 - (k/2) 
g(u) = r(k/2) 
Uk’2 7 tk’2&t)&,2) _ 1 (ut)dt. 
o 
Let pk,& denote the uniform distribution on the sphere cSk- ‘. If X(I) is the 
random vector of the first 1 coordinates of X, clearly P(X(E) E dx 1 IX/= c) 
coincides with the projection of &C on {XE [Rkixi+ r = . . . =xk= 0) which has 
the density 
(5) hf(x, , . . ..x.)= 
(5) follows most easily from (3), if we note that the characteristic function 
belonging to hi is, by (1) given by 2(k’2)-1 r(k/2) Jtk/2]- l(clCl)/(cl[ l)(k’2)-1, 
CE R”; for the integral in (3) we remark that k has to be replaced by 1 and refer 
to [2], p. 48, formula (7). 
’ By 1x1 we denote the euclidean length of a vector x. 
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Integrating P(X(I) ~dx 1 1x1 =c) with respect to c we obtain 
(6) P(X(I) E dx) = ((k- 1)‘2) - lpjxi(&) dx, 
Therefore X(Z) always has a density fr for I < k. 
Now let X(I,k) be the first I coordinates of a k-dimensional rotationally 
symmetric random vector X@) with Plx(k), = Q, where Q is some fixed proba- 
bility measure on (0, 00). By (6) we can compute the density & of I& X(& k): 
k- 1/2 
T 
c-[ 
IYl/fi 
+ $ &x)Q(dc) for k-+ 00, 
where q: is the normal density with mean 0 and variance c2. Thus we obtain 
that & X(l, k) converges in total variation to a mixture (with respect to mean 
deviation) of centered normal distributions. 
Let us apply the above results to the case of a rotationally symmetric random 
variable Xc”* k, with values in Rk whose length IXCnSk)j is gamma-distributed 
with parameter n E R\l and therefore has the density 
(8) 
n-l 
g(u In, k) = l[o,ozJu) ’ 
(n - l)! e-u- 
By (l), the characteristic function of Xpk) (the first component of #“k)) is 
given by 
1% 
for 
(91 
Y(u In, k) = 2(k’2)- ‘r(k/2)u’ -(k’2) [ t1-(k’2)e$,2)-l(tdt) 
2’k’2) - ‘Tyk/2) u, _ 
= (n-l)! 
= 2t7,(n/2, (n + 1)/2, k/2, - u2). 
1 < u < l_ A representation which is valid for all u E R is 
Y(uJn,k)=(l +U2)-n’2pl 
For the evaluation of the integral in (9) one can use [23, p. 29, formula (7) 
setting v=(k/2)-1, p==n--(k/2)+ 1, a= 1. 
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The density h(u]n, k) of Xpk) will be computed starting from (6). We 
distinguish three cases: 
a) If n-k+ l<O, it is seen that 
h(u jn, k) = 
Z2 ,-Stt"-k+2(*2- u2)(k-3)/2ds dt 
(10) < 
= i 7, e-qt2- U2)W-3Y2 
I4 dt ds dsl . . . dSk+.2 
2(k’2) - ‘Qk/2) = I4 (k/2) - 1 n(n - l)! 
ds dsl ds2 . . . dSk+2, 
where the last equality follows from 131, p. 138, formula (11). 
b) If n-k+ 1 =O, we have 
I- h(ujk-l,k)= 
T(k/2) = 7 e- t(,2 _ U2)(k- 3)/2dt 
‘u’ 
2(k’2) - ‘l-(/t/2) 
= n(k-2)! I4 (k'2)-1K(k,2)- dIu 1,. 
c) If n - k+ 1 > 0, one computes easily 
1 h(uln,k)= 
(121 < = r(k/2)(- Qnek+’ dnAk+’ m 
dSn-k+I ( ,I, eds’(f2- u2)(kL3)‘2dt)j s 1 = u 
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Let & be the limit distribution of I& Xr @A which exists and is given by (7), if 
we take for Q the gamma-distribution with parameter n. /I, has the character- 
istic function (c # 0) 
(13) 
! =c-” exp ~-$2]k2(~). 
Here we have used a well-known integral representation of the parabolic 
cylinder functions: We have for Re v<O 
(14) v - r(-v) 
D (z)-exP { -iz2} 
$ exp { -zt-+t2}t-‘-‘dt. 
([4], p. 119, formula (3)) 
Now we have all formulas at our disposal to prove the following two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1. The following two limit relations hold for all u E iR + : 
(16) ljm Den(nU)e4n2u2 = e-(1/2)U-2a 
n-m 
PROOF. IX@yk) 1can be represented as the sum of n independent random 
variables each being gamma-distributed with expectation 1. Thus 
(17) .-lIX(n*k) I-+ 1 in distribution (n-t m), 
and it follows that 
WI n - ‘X@* ‘)+pk, 1 in distribution. 
By (9), (15) expresses the convergence of the corresponding characteristic 
functions. 
Further, if Y, is a random variable with distribution Q,, & has the 
characteristic function t+E(el-‘z’n)‘2 ). The sequence of characteristic 
functions corresponding in this way to YJn converges to t-texp { - (t2/2)}, as 
n -+ 0~. Therefore we have lim,,, lim,,, (G/n) Xpk) =N(O, 1) in distribution, 
and by (13) we obtain (16) setting U= l/c. 
REMARKS. 1. We have seen in (7) the pointwise convergence of the density 
of Xpk) to 0 and of the density of V’% Xpk) to that of j?,, if k+oo. (10) yields 
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the following curious identities for u> 0 and IZ E IN: 
lim Zk’3-fk/2) 
k-o, kk/d 
uk12 7 7 . . . 7 Ki*n;;;z(fi’ ds ds, . . . dSken _ 2 
’ sk-n-2 ‘1 
(20) 
=2m 7 exp 
0 
Perhaps it is here the right place to point out that the parabolic cylinder 
functions D-, also occur in the following apparently new closed expression 
for the density fi12 of the rotationally symmetric stable distribution with 
characteristic exponent Q! = 3: Since the associated characteristic function is 
exp { -m}, we can use (3) to establish 
f&X) = (27t) - Ck’2JIx I1- (k’2) $ uk’2 exP { -u”2}~~k,~)-I(uIXl)dU 
(21) =(2w)-k/2(x(l-(k/2)2(_ l)k”(qXI)-l’2 
s [ $ exP [-~]+,zj- I(fu2)duj Is= 1 
= 2(‘- k)/2n - (k+ I)/2 
L 
The last identity here follows from [3], p. 190, formula (1). For odd k this 
density can be expressed with the aid of the error function Erfc (see [4], p. 119, 
formula (19)). For k=2 we can write ([4], p. 119, (20)) 
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2. As was pointed out to me by Professor Boersma, equation (15) is 
equivalent to the well-known limit relation 
WI lim rzmPim cos ?! =Jm(x) n-roe ( > II 
which connects the Bessel functions with the generalized Legendre functions 
PF (see [17], p. 156, eq. 5.71(2)). To exhibit the relation between (15) and (22) 
one has to use the representation of Pt by hypergeometric functions given in 
[5], 3.2. (9) and 3.2. (20), p. 123 resp. 127. Relying further on the identities 
3.4. (I) and 3.4. (7) of [S], pp. 143-144, one obtains 
and therefore 
(24) 
Thus (15) can also be expressed as 
(25) 
lim ~(k/2)-lpl-(k/2) 
n-m ~-~~,2i((l+~)-“2)=J,,,,-,(~) 
which, in view of (1 + (u2/n2))- 1’2= cos (u/n), is equivalent to (22). 
THEOREM 2. For ah s> 0, 
(24) 
2pm(W + (m/2) 
!?I! 
Km-I(2\rms)-+se-s2 for m--+00. 
PROOF. Let n=l, k=2. Then by (9) 
(27) u’(U]1,2)= 7 J&t)e-‘cR=(l +u2)-? 
0 
Thus the density g’(t) of the length IS’1 of the sum Si of I independent copies 
of X(1*2) is equal to 
(28) 
2 1 - (I/2) 
g’(t) = t 7 J&u)u( 1 + u2) - (“2)f&4 = - 
0 r(w 
tl’2qv2) - lW9 
for t> 0; this is a consequence of (4) and [2], p. 24, formula (20). By the 
multidimensional local limit theorem (see e.g. [l], p. 189, theorem 19.1), the 
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density f’ of I- 1’2 S’ converges uniformly to the twodimensional standard 
normal density (note that U(. 11,2)’ is integrable for 122). Since the density of 
I-‘” IS’1 equals 
(29) g'(~)=2rr~f'(u,o)l(o,,,(~~, 
it converges to u -+u exp { - +u2}, as l-t 03. By (28) we get for all u > 0: 
(30) 
2 1 - (1/2) 
dT I-(1/2) - (dE4)“2K~~~~~-I(fi)-+u exp { -+u2}, 
We obtain (26) from (30) by setting m = Z/2, s= u/-\lz and noting K,, = K-,. 
REMARKS. 1) By Stirling’s formula (26) can also be written in the form 
(31) emm’ -(m’2’smKm- 1(2fis)- sP2 (m--). 
2) If we take in the above proof lS’//((1/2) - 1)i” instead of I-‘” j&I, we 
are led to the relation 
mm/2 
(32) - 
2mm ! 
umKm(hzu)++ exp (m+oo). 
3) If one uses the multidimensional local limit theorem in its asymptotic 
expansion version ([l], p. 192, theorem 19.2), one obtains an asymptotic 
expansion of K,(fiu) for m+ 00: 
s-2 
Krn(fiU)-+ exp 
(33) 
- JI Pj(uwj’z 
1 = ~(rn-(~-~)“) for m+oo, 
where the functions Pj can be calculated from formula (19.17) and chapter 7.2 
of [l] which is not done here because we do not want to repeat all the notations 
of [l]. 
4) There exists an asymptotic expansion of K,(mu), as m+ 00: 
Km(mu)= & ( > l/2 (34) e-mT (1 + U2)1’4 (1 +O(&)), U>O, 
where 
(35) ~=(1+242)1’2+log u 1 + (1 + 2#‘2 
([13], p. 377, formula (7.17)). The function K&h) does not seem to be 
treated in the literature. However, as Professor Boersma has communicated to 
me, the limit relations (31) and (32) can be derived from (34) in the following 
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way: If one substitutes m = n - 1, u = 2v’&s/(n - I), c can be expanded for n-00, 
yielding 
(36) m[=(n-1) log $+n+s”+O(n’). n 
Thus (34) gives 
0 
l/Z 
(37) K,- 1(24%) = f n(n/2)-1,-n,l-ne-s2(1 +()@-I)), 
and (37) implies (3 l), Similarly (32) can be obtained starting from (34). It seems 
that, at least in principle, the asymptotic expansion (33) can be determined from 
Olver’s expansion (34). However, the uniformity statement of (33) (note the 
factor (1 -t u’)/u) cannot be obtained in this way. 
5) Similarly as (32) is sharpened in (33), the result (16) on the asymptotic 
behavior of D-,(nu) can be extended to an asymptotic expansion which will 
not be given here. In III we further develop an asymptotic expansion of 
Mnu). 
III. FORMULAS FOR I,(m) 
In this chapter we shall start from the fact that the difference U, of two 
independent random variables Xi, X2 each having the law P(A/2), the Poisson 
distribution with parameter A/2, has the distribution given by 
(1) p,(~)=P(u,=n)=e-Al,, FIEZ 
(see e.g. [7], p. 149). From this result an asymptotic expansion as well as a lower 
bound for 1&zu) can be deduced by probabilistic techniques. 
We remark that the following upper bound for Jn(nz) = i” I,( - inz), where 
z E (0, 11, can be found in [17] (p. 255): 
It is also shown there that the ratio of both sides tends to 0 as n+ ~a. If z E C, 
but z2 - 1 is not a positive real number, the following inequality is also known 
([17], p. 268): 
(23 lJ,(nz)t ~jZ”e”(‘-zZ)1’2/(l +(I -Z2)1’2)nt* 
The right-hand expression coincides with that in (2) except for the missing 
factor (1 - 2’) - 1’4(2nn)- 1’2 Thus this second inequality is much weaker than .
the first one, but it is more general. In (2’) it is permissible to set z = iu, u >O 
(which is not possible in (2)), and we obtain from (2’) an upper bound for 
1,&u). No lower bound seems to have been known. The derivation of such a 
minorant given by (10) and (11) below will show the power of probabilistic 
techniques. 
The asymptotic expansion (8) for 1&u) coincides with the known one 
proved in [13], ch. 10, $0 7, 8 by differential equations methods. There it is also 
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shown that this expansion remains valid in the complex u-plane cut along the 
imaginary axis from i to im and -i to -ioo. Our derivation is a simple 
corollary of the local limit theorem. Further it gives a direct and easily 
applicable direct formula for the coefficient functions, whereas in [13] only a 
complicated recursive relation for them is proved (see formulas (7.10) and 
(7.09), p. 376). 
We start with some notations and preliminary remarks: X, has the 
generating function [-+exp {A(e [- 1)/2}, C E C, so that we get for the 
generating function 0, of U,: 
(3) 
Let 
and let vS,,n be a random variable with values in Z and distribution 
(4n(s,m.z. &A is called associated to U, ([5], p. 549). The corresponding 
characteristic function is 
(5) 
A(t) = el @ + it) = &cosh (s + it) - cash S) 
4 (4 
= &(COS t - l)cosh s + U sin t sinh s , szo, tEm. 
The last equality in (5) follows from the identity cash (s + it) = cash s cos t + 
i sin t sinh S. By differentiating (5), we get 
(6) E(vS,n)=A sinh s 
(7) Var( V,J = I cash S. 
THEOREM 3. For all u > 0 and N, n E N we have 
i 
pii I,(nu)=u”(l+U2)-1’4(1 +(l +U2)l’2)-nen(l+u2)“2 
( 
1+ “&ivwV+oo 
> 
for n+=~, 
where 
(9) .CV(~): = up”* C K+2jC”) ,;lr, ++ (&+*(U)(l + .-2)-(m+2)‘2)% 
m- 
The summation in (9) extends over all (k,, _. , k,,) satisfying k, t . . . + k, =j and 
kI +2k2 -t .+. + vk, = v, xi(u) is the i-th cumulant of i/gcUx I with g(u): = 
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log (u-r + (1 + u-~)“~), and Hj(x) is the Chebyshev-Hermite 
degree j: 
(P2’2). 
polynomial of 
Further, if we set t= (A2-t II~)I’~, the following inequality holds: 
1 
In(A)>A”t-‘(n+t2)-“ef2 (29T)-L”-;- ( e - l&2/2 @-G/2 -- + 
(10) 
n2t t 
+~(f---.ge-~~2). 
Here c: =5~‘~“/3.2~~. For A2+n2g4 we have 
(11) I,(~)>0.1152(L2+n2)-“4~~(n+(~2+n2)1’2)-~~(,2,12)“2. 
PROOF. BY Cl), (4) and (3) 
(12) r,(~)=e’l~~(~)=P(~~,,==)e-“+“C’ShS. 
For 1 E R\1, VS,* has the same law as the sum of A independent, identically 
distributed random variables Y r, . . . . Yn with E(Yr)=sinh s, Var(Yr)=cosh s 
and span 1. Therefore we can apply the standard local limit theorem, or rather 
its asymptotic expansion version, because all moments exist ([12], p. 197, 
theorem 6): We obtain for all s> 0 and NE n\l 
and this identity holds uniformly for all n E Z. Here we have set 
%,sW =mv’2 c KJ+2j(x) ti --L Ym +2(5) 
(m+2)! (cash s)m+2 
yi(s) is the cumulant of order i of YI, and the summation extends over all 
(k r ,..., k,) for which k,+...+k,=j and k,+2k,+...+uk,=v. 
(13) is also true for arbitrary A > 0, as can be seen by going through the proof 
of the above cited theorem replacing everywhere the natural variable n by the 
real variable R. 
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Let us set A =A(n)=n/sinh S. Then A.+oo, if n+oo, and s=arcsinh (n/n)= 
=Jog ((n/A) + I-). Thus, if we put u= l/sinh S, we obtain by (12) 
and (13) 
(14) 
(n, cosh s) ““I, (un) = e- snen cash dsinh s (&) - l/2 
+ sinhv’2s i qv,S(0)rr-Vn + o 
v=l 
In (14) we have further used cash s= ((n2/12)+ 1)“2 which follows from 
sinh s = n/L. By expressing A cash s and qJ0) in terms of U, n and using 
Hz, - r (0) = 0 (m E IN) (8) is derived from (14). 
We now turn to the proof of (10). Again let s = arcsinh (n/A) = Iog ((n/L) + 
+ ((n2/a2) + 1)‘“). P( VS,A = n) is the n-th Fourier coefficient of the character- 
istic function of VS,A and can therefore be estimated in the following way: 
(15) 
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Re 
t 
intel(cos t - 1)cosh s +- U sin t sinh sdt 
3 
=i i e-n(1-cos ‘)cosh %os(L(sin f- t)sinh s)& 
>i (‘[ e-‘(l-C“S t)cOSh S( 1 _ c (sin t _ f)2sinh2 s 
> 
dt 
A(1 - ~0s t)cosh sdt 
> 
(At2cosh s)/2dt 
i12sinh2 s n’2 t6 - 
2 
j _ e - (4At2cosh s’/rc& 
o 36 
We shall now explain the steps in (15). The first inequality follows from 
cos f > 1 - (t2/2) for t E (0, n/2) and the trivial estimate cos t > - 1 for t E (0, n). 
In the second inequahty we use the relations (sin t - t)2z t6/36 and l- 
cos t 2 2t2/n2 for t E (7r/2, R), 1 - cos t g4t2/n2 for t E (0, n/2). For the third 
inequality, two of the integrals are written with the aid of the standard normal 
distribution function @, whereas the remaining integral is estimated by 
d2 
j t6e- (44Lt2 cash S)h2dt < r(7/2)n7 
0 (A cash ~)‘/‘2’ 
1 57P2 
=(A2 cosh2 s)-~(L~+Iz~)-~‘~ 211. 
Finally we make use of the well-known simple estimates 
(16) (2ff)-“2(t-l-t-3),-t2/2<1-~(t)<(2n)-’/2t-’e-’2/2 
([8], p. 105). From (16) and the fact that sinh s<cosh s we conclude from (15) 
r&3/2 
___ (p++1/2- 
3a214 
- j/%cc#q2(P+ n2)lM) + fZ@((A2+ n2y4) 
(17) < 
>(~2+~2)-1/4 
5,$3/2 
(271)-l/2-- 3/14 (A2+n2)-1’2- 
e- n2(A2 t .2)1’2/2 
(A2 + ny773 
++((n2+n2)-1’4- 
(12) and (17) together prove (10). 
For t 2 im= 0.6797, D(t) - @(2t) is monotonously decreasing. Thus, 
if A2 + n2z 4 >fm, by the first inequality of (17) we obtain the 
following lower bound for P(V,, =II), if we replace A’+ n2 by 4: 
(18) P(vs,J=n)>0.1152(12+ny’4. 
Again by (12), (18) completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. By (17), one can for each a>0 easily compute a K, such that for 
A%- n2zK, 
(19) &,(A) > ((2x) - 1’2 - E)(;12+n2)-‘/4n~(n+(n2+~2)1/2)-n~(d2t~2)”2. 
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THE OCCURRENCE OF LOMMEL’S EXPANSION IN THE THEORY OF BROWNIAN 
MOTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to show how Lommel’s expansion of K,, 
appears in the distribution theory of Brownian motion. The expansion in 
question is given by (a;/&~> 0, m E N) 
If one takes 2=x2(2&+ 2fl), h = - 2flx2, v = m/2, (1) transforms into 
(2) coincides with Lommel’s expansion, as given in [17], p. 140, eq. 5.22 (l), 
if K,, is replaced by J,,. This formula for Jy is derived from Taylor’s theorem 
and the recurrence relation 
(3) 
( > 
sz m(Z-vJvm=(- l)mz-Y-mJv+,(z). 
Since (3) also holds for K,,, (2) is valid. 
The probabilistic model we consider consists of three ingredients: 
a) a k-dimensional Standard Brownian motion X(t) = (X, (f), . . . , X,(t)), 
tzo, 
b) a Poisson process (Y(&.,, with parameter a =E( Y(l)), 
c) a Poisson process (Z(t)),,, with parameter p=E(Z(l)). 
Let X(t), Y(t) and Z(t) be stochastically independent processes. If 1.1 is the 
euclidean norm on Rk, IX(t) 1 is a so-called Bessel process with density 
at time t (see e.g. [9], p. 60). Let z,: = inf (tz 0) Y(t) = n} be the moment of the 
n-th jump of t-t Y(t). 
THEOREM 4. The conditional probability fulk, n,x) of Z(r,) =j, given that 
IX(r,)l =x, is given by 
(4) fo’lk 4 xl = 
a(n’2)-(k’4)(a+p)(k’4)-(n’2)-~‘2)pi xj Kj+np(k,2)(xj/qjqj) 
2j’2j ! 
Kl - (k/2,(xfm * 
For the associated characteristic function @(u/k, n,x) one has 
(5) @i(ulk, n, x) = 
i& _ (&,2)(x 2(o - &+ - l)))d”‘2’ - (k’4) 
(a-/?(e”-- l))(n’2)-(k’4)K,-(kn)(~~)’ 
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PROOF. Let g(xlk, n) be the density of ]X(z,Jl. Since rR has the density 
a”@ - l)! -lp-‘e-a’1 Io,dD)(t) (see, e.g., D31, P. 310), we get 
(6) I 
g(xlk, n) =y b(xlk, f) cP p- le-atdt Cl (n - l)! 
= 1 [O, q(x) 
bk- ian 
3 
p - (k/2) - 1 
2k’2r 
0 
; (n-l)! O 
= $0, m)(x) 
&r/2) + (k/4)22 - (n/2) - (k/4) 
x” + (k’2) - I& - (k/2) (@ii), 
(n-l)! 
where for the last equality the formula 
$ t’-’ exP (-~-,t)dt=2(%)“*K,t~~ (Re Y,Re p>O) 
([3], p. 146, formula (29)) is used. Let F(x,jlk, n) be the joint density of JX(r,)[ 
and Z(r,). Then obviously 
(8) fi1 k, n, x) = ;;;r’;‘. 
, 
We shah now determine F(x,j(k, n) - again by the aid of (7): 
F(x, jlk,n)= 7 b&/k, t) OJ an *n- le-ate-Btdt 
0 j! (n-l)! 
(9) = 
i 
g22 - (k/4) - (n/2) 
(a + fi) - ci/2) g 2 - U/z),n + (k/2) + j - 1 
(a + /3)(“/2) - (k/4)r j! 
for x>O. Inserting (6) and (9) into (8) yields (4). 
For @ we have the equation 
n n-l 
(10) @(u I k, n, x) = C(x) y b(x[ k, t)E(eiUZ(‘)) a * 
(n-l)! 
e-“‘dt. 
0 
But this integral is of the same form as that in (6), for 
E(e’*z(t)) = exp [ - flf( 1 - eiU)]. 
From this we obtain after some calculations using the normalization condition 
@(O/k, n,x) = 1: 
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r @@ilk, n,x) = 
(11) =C’(x,k,n) 7 t”L(k”)L1 exp x2 -s+Pt(e’“-l)-at dt 
0 > 
i = C”(x, k,n)(a-j?(eiU - l))(k/4)-(“‘2)K,-(1,2~k(~[a.-P(eh- 1)&2.x2). 
By the normalization property we get 
C”(x, k, n) = a(n’2) - ck’4)/Kn _ ( 1 ,&fi) 
and thus (5). 
REMARK. If one takes (m/2) = n - (k/2) in (4) and uses the fact that f(jl k, n,x) 
is a probability distribution, i.e. cifiik, n,x) = 1, one obtains a proof of (1). 
It should be noted that the conditional distribution of Z(r,), given IX(r,)l, 
depends on II and k only through II - (k/Z). 
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